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needy tenants to buy their own places* From the start the
number of applicants far exceeded the available funds. Re-
payment began with gratifying promptness, averaging over
ninety-seven per cent* The FSA likewise granted small loans
for debt adjustments with creditors; for tiding over periods
of flood, drought and crop failure; and for the setting up of
rural cooperatives to provide needed equipment and services,
including group medical care for impoverished communities*
As incidental but highly important services the FSA county
supervisor taught the borrower lessons in thrifty manage-
ment and encouraged the production of milk and vegetables
for better dietary standards, while the home economist in-
structed the farmer's wife in the use of pressure cookers and
scientific methods of canning. Still other FSA activities in-
cluded the management of one hundred and sixty-one home-
stead projects for demonstration and experiment, some of
which were run along cooperative lines by the residents*
In all, between efforts of the Resettlement Administration
and its heir the FSA, about a million and a quarter were
given some form of financial aid looking toward self-support
between 1935 and 1939* And by the close of the decade, for
the first time in history, a modest reversal from tenancy to
ownership was apparent, particularly among whites in the
South* The FSA naturally could not claim sole credit, but
certainly its pull had been stoutly in that direction.*
These efforts of the New Deal on behalf of the landless
* Roosevelt, Public Papers, VI, 80-85; Administrator of the Farm Security
Administration, Report (Wash., 1939), 1-18. The census of 1940 disclosed
that the number of white owners and managers in the cotton states rose in ten
years from 1,250,000 to 1,384,000, while white tenants declined by 150,000;
Negro tenants decreased by 192,000, but the number of Negro owners also
shrank from 183,000 to 174,000. U. S. Sixteenth Census (1940)* Agricul-
ture, III (General Report), 151. Problems of cotton production and marketing,
discussed later, undoubtedly played a powerful role in these changes. Growth
in size of the average Southern farm and disappearance of more than a million
mules since 1930 pointed alike to greater mechanization and slow liquidation
of the sharecrop system* For comment, see Jonathan Daniels, "A Native at
Large," Nation, CLII, 474 (April 19, 1941).

